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QUESTION 1

Cloud Kicks (CK) has a filed called Shoe Type Preference, CK,s product team wants to see a report that groups specific
picklist values together into the one of two lists. 

What functionality should the administrator use to fulfill the team\\'s request? 

A. PREVGROUPVALUE 

B. Summary Formula 

C. Bucket field D. Matrix Report 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Cloud Kicks has two record-triggered flows on the same object. One flow creates a child record when criteria are met.
The second record-triggered flow is based on criteria to check if the child record exists andupdates a field. The field on
the child record that needs to be updated Is still null after the second record trigger. 

What should the administrator do to resolve this issue? 

A. Make a new record-triggered flow on the child object to update the field on the parent record. 

B. Have the record-triggered flows fire on create or edit to update the field. 

C. Combine the two flows into one with checks to see which part of the flow needs to be run. 

D. flows into schedule flows and have them update the field. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

An administrator recently Implemented multi-factor authentication (MFA) with a standard security level selectee. They
are receiving cases that users are unable to log in. 

What should me administrator do to troubleshoot? 

A. Check the session security level required at login on the user profile. 

B. Change MF-A to High Assurance. 

C. Reset the user passwords and ask them to try again. 

D. Temporarily disable MFA. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

When an Opportunity reaches a certain value new fields need to be displayed to collect more "high profile" information.
How can this be automated inside of Salesforce? 

A. Create a page layout, record type and workflow rule with a field update. 

B. Create a page layout and workflow rule with a field update 

C. Create a page layout, record type and Apex trigger 

D. Create a page layout and Apex Trigger 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Your organization\\'s VP of Sales wants to automatically add the account name to an opportunity name once a record is
saved. How can this be done? 

A. Use an Apex Trigger 

B. Enforce an opportunity naming guideline for Sales Reps 

C. Create a Workflow Rule with an immediate workflow trigger to update the opportunity name field using concatenate 

D. Use validation to update the field 

Correct Answer: C 
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